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God is pouring out his mercy on gypsies in Cheb, Czech Republic 

A report by Paul Neustupny, Berlin (July 2003) 

The Roma in Cheb

Cheb is a western Bohemian city surrounded by hills, in the valley of the river Eger. The city-
centre was built in medieval times, it now has renewed facades and a lot of cosy restaurants 
that serve good czech beer. The German border is only 5 km away and therefore many tourists 
visit Cheb. 

However, the city has a bad reputation! Brothels, casinos, drug traffic, alcoholism, car thieves 
everywhere. Besides Czech people many different nationalities are represented in Cheb, in 
particular, Vietnamese, Roma, Ukrainian, and Slovakian. In Cheb there are two of the biggest 
Vietnamese markets in the whole Czech Republic. The Czechs often have major difficulties in 
accepting the Roma. Often Roma have not only one but several wives who are forced into 
prostitution. Many of the Roma deal with drugs, some of them are in jail. 

Until 1945 Cheb has been a German city. It belonged to the Bohemian kingdom, then after 
World War I to Czechoslovakia but the spoken language was German. At the end of WWII the 
Sudeten Germans were expelled, that created a vacuum in the city and the whole region. The 
Roma settled down in Cheb, coming mostly from Slovakia. Since the Roma families used to 
have many kids the amount of Roma among the population of Cheb grew and grew so that 
now they make about 10 % of the inhabitants in the region of Cheb. 

Doesn't our God want to turn curse into blessing? Doesn't he want to change Cheb, a city so 
difficult? Doesn't he want to pour out his mercy on the least, Roma (as they are often thought 
of)? Yes, he does! We can testify that He is already doing it right before our eyes. 

How it all started

It started with work among children. Tana and Petr Novotny, a Czech married couple, started 
working at a christian ministry called "Fiducia", which is part of the Evangelic Church of the 
Bohemian Brethren. At first they worked with Czech children. Three and a half years ago they 
started meetings on a regular basis especially for Roma children who had nothing to do and 
spent their spare time on the streets. Tana became a loving mother to them, She told them 
biblestories, played with them and prayed for them. She also supported them in school issues 
because many Roma children have problems in school and attend lower class schools. 

The parents were thankful for someone looking after their children but at first they didn't care 
about the message Tana shared. But after some time they got interested in what she was 
teaching. Petr and Tana earned their trust as the parents saw their children getting changed. 

After two years of work among the children and lots of prayer, they felt that the time was right 
to invite a Rom evangelist from Pilsen. They held up eight meetings during January to April 
2002. About 70 Roma gave their lives to Jesus but only 25 stood strong. These 25 are now the 
core of this new Roma church. 

First steps with Jesus

It wasn't easy to accompany the Roma on their first steps with Jesus as they struggled with 
giving up drugs, prostitution, gambling, and unrightious relationships. But they loved Jesus 
with a child-like heart, they stood focused - and got through! God really gave them a lot of 
mercy. Petr and Tana are now their spiritual parents loving them, being patient, and praying 
for them. The scripture from Galatians 4,19 became true to them. 
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The Roma proved themselves as real  evangelists for they spread God's word in their  own 
families  and  prayed  for  them until  many  of  them got  saved.  When  we,  Paul  and  Irene 
Neustupny, went there for the first time in June 2002 we sensed love, passion, simplicity, and 
the fear of the Lord in the church. The Roma who are good musicians sang songs in Czech and 
Romany. Back then there were hardly any women attending the church meetings, because 
they still  needed some time. After the visit of Rudi Walter, a Sinti from "Christus-Zentrum 
Neuwied" and staff-member of the Romany working in Marburg, the church got a new impulse. 
Since then he has been to Cheb several times and he is very much loved and respected by the 
Roma. 

Baptism of 40 Roma

On Sunday, the 20th of July 2003, 43 Roma were baptised. This marked a huge breakthrough 
for the Roma because they all were christened as little children. This is an act of duty and a 
mixture of tradition and superstition for them. 

That morning in the service eight Roma and in the afternoon after the baptism one woman 
gave their lives to Jesus. On Monday another two women were saved, among them the wife of 
one of the Roma leaders. On Wednesday Petr and eight Roma drove to a little village near 
Sokolov in order to preach the Gospel. They prepared this mission by prayer during the days 
before. About 20 Roma were saved and now they attend the church meetings in Cheb. 

On Thursday cell-groups started and a kind of bible school is in preparation. Together with 
Rudi Walter, we are searching for suitable teachings. They need a basis of God's word in their 
lives. Due to cultural conditions they don't have any relationship to the written word. Here 
another breakthrough has to happen. The lessons must be easy to understand. 

Another breakthrough is the issue of marriage. Most of the Roma in Cheb don't get married but 
live together as a couple without getting married. And some of the men have even more then 
one "wife". God put this into order. Now they are marrying. One couple already organized a 
date for their wedding in the city hall and in the church - all by themselves without anyone 
forcing them to do so. 

Unholy traditions are falling one after the other. The Roma remain Roma - and they ought to 
for they are going to reach the other Roma in Cheb and all around the city! We want to serve 
them and show them the way to maturity, support and protect them. We are amazed by what 

God is doing! Because where sin increased, grace increased all the more! 

From the original German report "Gott giesst seine Gnade ueber Roma in Cheb, Tschechien, 
aus" translated into English by Tobias Neustupny, August 2003 
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